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GOTHIC GIN AWARDED DOUBLE GOLD AT SAN FRANCISCO WORLD SPIRITS COMPETITION 

SAN FRANCISCO, Calif. (April 12th, 2022) US gin brand Gothic Gin was awarded double gold in the San 

Francisco World Spirits Competition. Double gold medals are awarded to entries that receive a gold 

medal rating by all members of the judging panel. These are among the finest products in the world. 

Gothic Gin was created in 2018 in the Gothic Quarter of Barcelona, Spain. Founder, Chris Klug, having 

studied distillation and viticulture for decades perfected his gin while pursuing a successful career in 

technology. Every element is handpicked, handcrafted, and sustainably sourced from the finest 

ingredients and botanicals available from around the world. 

“Our gin is really different because of our corn-based spirit and unique process with eucalyptus and 

Valencia orange peel,” said CEO and Founder, Chris Klug. “Receiving a double gold at the San Francisco 

World Spirits Competition is an extraordinary honor.” 

Gothic Gin is available for purchase in a dozen states in the US (and growing) and ships to 48 states. This 

summer, Gothic Gin is coming to the UK and will supply Goodwood, England’s Greatest Sporting Estate, 

as an official sponsor for the next three years. Gothic Gin, who is already a partner of the iconic Rose 

Bowl Stadium in California, hopes that this new sponsorship with Goodwood will further strengthen its 

sporting and event connections. 

About Gothic Gin 

The taste of Gothic Gin delivers distinct, clean botanicals from around the world. It takes you on a 

journey to Barcelona, Spain and captures the spirit of the Gothic Quarter. The bouquet conjures a lively 

fragrant nightlife, while the taste invites a subtle, relaxed finish. 

Gothic Gin is the World Gin Awards 2019 Gold Medal winner and 2020 category “Best” winner for 

Contemporary Style Gin from the United States of America. 

As a socially and environmentally responsible company, we believe in protecting our planet, firmly 

opposing oppression, and creating a more equitable world for everyone. We have pledged 5% of our 

profits, dedicated to philanthropic projects that align with our values. To learn more please visit 

gothicgin.com. 
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